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In this audio edition of You Can Be Happy No Matter What, bestselling author and nationally
known stress-management consultant Dr. Richard Carlson reveals a profound breakthrough in
human psychology. Most of us believe that our happiness depends on outside circumstances,
that by solving our problems, improving our relationships, or achieving success we will find
contentment. But Dr. Carlson clearly shows that happiness has nothing to do with forces beyond
our control — and, in fact, our natural state is contentment.

From the Back Cover"A most important book that shows us in practical terms how to remove the
blocks to the awareness of our natural state, happiness."-- Gerald G. Jampolsky, MD, author of
Love Is Letting Go of Fear"A needed counterbalance to the therapy junkie's tendency to wallow
in `processing' while life's beauty passes them by."-- Yoga Journal"You will find Dr. Carlson's new
approach very helpful -- solid, sensible, and filled with loving guidance."-- Dr. Wayne Dyer,
author of Your Erroneous Zones"You Can Be Happy No Matter What will appeal to those caught
in the tangles of outmoded thinking. It speaks simply to us in a way that's most fitting when we
want to move out of dysfunctions into robust, effective living."-- Marsha Sinetar, author of
Developing a 21st-Century Mind"A profoundly simple, hopeful, and human book about what's
available to us all -- happiness."-- Joseph Bailey, author of The Serenity PrincipleFrom
AudioFileThe DON'T SWEAT THE SMALL STUFF author, a psychologist, puts his experience to
good use again in this comprehensive guide to happiness. The program is anchored by five
principles that explain the importance of one's thinking, mood, subjective individuality, emotional
feedback patterns, and focus on the present moment. The lesson is relaxing and integrative--a
combination of the Buddhist notion of being rather than doing and the brand of psychology that
says we have control over our thoughts and interpretations of experience. Veteran audio authors
like Carlson know how to create programs that flow ideas into the deepest learning centers of
our psyches. This one is an intuitive listening experience that Carlson has organized with great
care and balance. T.W. © AudioFile 2003, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland,
Maine
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Don't Sweat the Small Stuff . . . and It's All Small Stuff: Simple Ways to Keep the Little Things
from Taking Over Your Life (Don't Sweat the Small Stuff Series) Slowing Down to the Speed of
Life: How to Create a More Peaceful, Simpler Life from the Inside Out You Can Be Happy No
Matter What: Five Principles for Keeping Life in Perspective The Seven Spiritual Laws of
Success: A Practical Guide to the Fulfillment of Your Dreams Don't Sweat the Small Stuff for
Teens: Simple Ways to Keep Your Cool in Stressful Times (Don't Sweat the Small Stuff Series) A
New Earth: Awakening to Your Life's Purpose (Oprah's Book Club, Selection 61)
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Clifford Taylor or(maybe his wife), “A thinking book .. I never read it but my husband swears by it .
He all ways give the book as gifts . He always say you make yourself happy or unhappy .”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent Book. This was so eye opening...easy to follow...taught me so
much. I'm starting to work on this right away. It's all good. I recommend it 100%.”

A Course Fan, “A Classic. "You Can Be Happy No Matter What" is a distillation of wise and
liberating advice. It is exactly the book you're looking for if you are distressed or confused. This is
the book for you if you're thinking, "I don't need a pep talk or a complicated theory -- just some
simple, reliable advice!"I am amazed and grateful that the late Richard Carlson -- mere slip of a
young man that he was -- understood human happiness so well. In this book, Carlson
synthesizes so many powerful truths of the world's wisdom traditions. Sorry, I'm getting carried
away. Let me get to the point:According to Carlson, happiness is our natural state. Painful
emotions are not natural and inevitable reactions to inherently painful circumstances. Painful
emotions are actually reactions to painful and distressing thoughts. They form a pattern of
emotional reactivity: they feed on their own fire. And if we "follow" these reactions -- if we try to
solve the problems that seem so urgent in their light -- we will not find happiness. We will simply
dig ourselves into a pattern of emotional reactivity, convincing ourselves all the while that our
occasional glimpses of relief are the result of our frantic problem-solving.As radical as Carlson's
view may sound, there is much scientific evidence to support it. Recent brain research verifies
that people who regularly produce and rely on feelings of love and well-being are indeed very
happy, and suffer from no reduction in their ability to think or solve problems. Long-term, happy
meditators, (such as the Buddhist teacher Mingyur Rinpoche), were exposed to loud noises and
cries of distress in the lab. Their heart-rates immediately increased to facilitate rigorous physical
activity. However, they did not experience psychological distress. The startle-response was
notably absent in these monks, and the sound of women screaming and children crying
triggered a feeling of compassion, rather than feelings of distress or fear.Dr. Martin Seligman
frequently refers to studies which show that happy people act in more compassionate ways than
sad people, and happy doctors make more accurate diagnoses. This research suggests we do
not need to rely on fear and distress to recognize danger and help other people. In fact we do a
better job of helping others and dealing with complicated situations when we are feeling
peaceful.One amazon reviewer brought up an interesting concern: if we follow Richard Carlson's
advice and avoid solving problems while in a bad mood, will this stunt our psychological growth?
Don't we need to develop tolerance to emotional distress?Richard Carlson does indeed advise
us to have less tolerance to emotional distress. His advice is to acknowledge we are feeling bad,
and try not to analyze our feelings or take them too seriously. Although I appreciate this reader's
point, I believe Carlson's approach is consistent with classical definitions of emotional tolerance.



When we tolerate strong emotion, we allow for its presence in our body and mind without feeling
compelled to believe there is a terribly urgent problem in our lives which we must immediately
solve. I also believe there is a slightly different model of growth here: in Carlson's approach,
growth is not accomplished by analyzing our habits or psychological problems. It is
accomplished by having a more peaceful attitude, characterized by a calm demeanor and loving
interactions. Loving and peaceful adults tend to form deep emotional bonds with others and
become deeply invested in their communities. By contrast, adults who have spent years in
introspective self-analysis may be highly skilled at articulating their emotional patterns, but they
may still be depressed, isolated, and cut-off from their communities.In summary, "You Can Be
Happy No Matter What" is an excellent book of time-tested wisdom, whose conclusions, I
believe, are supported by recent scientific research. This book changed my life for the better. I
hope it will do the same for you!J Jennifer Matthews, author of "Radically Condensed
Instructions for Being Just as You Are"”

Mike Fields, “A MUST READ BOOK! Self-Therapy at it's best. This book is a Must Read for
those who want to acknowledge the highs & lows of moods, feelings, and generally the way the
mind works. Richard Carlson's books have most definitely become an indispensable staple in
my book collection. I guess you'd have to read at least 2 of his books to get some quality advice
from them, although this particular book gripped me like an invisible self-psychiatrist in getting a
hold of my moods, feelings, and acknowledging separate realities and the way the mind works in
all of us. It goes on to discuss the 5 principles1-Thoughts2-Moods3-Separate Realities4-
Feelings5-Present Momentand then chapters on applying these principles into your everyday life
and how they can work for everyone. Most of this is common sense, but nevertheless a real eye-
opener in how, why, and what you can do to get a grip on these principles during depressed,
stressed, and 'low cycle' times that we all go through in life. Most people know what the 5
principles above are to a lesser degree, but what you didn't know Dr. Carlson fills in the blanks of
how & why they affect your overall mental health and what you can do about it, to thus (hence
the title) get a better heads up with what you can do to clear the fog during moody or distressful
times, or are having a bad day in general. I highly recommend the book..i.e.1) You Can Be
Happy No Matter What by Richard Carlson 2) Shortcut Through Therapy by Richard CarlsonIf
you haven't read them yet, do yourself a favor and do it at your earliest convenience before
another book on fiction, self-improvement/self-help, because after you read these and start
acknowledging and applying these easy to use principles your life will have a drastic change in
bettering yourself. Applying the principles has nothing to do with complicated graphs or charts,
and just by reading each principle and corresponding application of the principle, you will
absolutely have a crystal clear way of understanding how your moods & feelings work for and
against you, and NOT becoming overburdened by some of life's many pitfalls. I wouldn't be
givning this book enough justice if I didn't say that the 2 books mentioned above(especially the
one in this review)have become literally "Life-Shaping" in their own and have really expanded my



thought processes to put those negative moods/feelings in 'Check' so they don't bother me as
much as they used to. I firmly believe that anyone who puts some time aside and dedicates
themselves to reading and remembering the things said in these golden little tomes will
eventually be succeed in many different aspects in their own lives. I can't stress getting these
two books enough. If 2 books were worth their weight in gold, these would be them. Gain control
and harness your thoughts, moods, and feelings, and accept that the (So-called down days (low-
cycle days) are only obstacles that push you back from achieving your maximum potential in
crucial area's of your life. 5 Stars all the way baby!!”

Greg, “Great Book. I have purchased this book several times over the years. The reason for
multiple purchases is because I keep giving the books away. It is an easy read without all of the
hard to understand concepts. Buy this book. You'll be glad you did.”

Alpha Wolf, “The Best book out on how to be Happy.. Conquer your emotions and be happy.
This book teaches you the principles of everyday emotions and how to combat the bad ones.”

Mr. G. J. Raith, “Great book to help find your inner happiness. Working from a simple but
powerful basic tenet of your thoughts are controllable and they are the source of your discontent,
you are guided through how to regain control of your thoughts and thus your happiness. I was
already optimistic and “glass half full”, this book has helped me find happy contentment that has
positively affected my life in tangible ways.”

Pierre, “One of the most important books I've ever read. I've highlighted most pages at least
once.The way the author writes and expresses his ideas is clear, concise and concrete.Rather
than explaining the psychological factors behind our thinking, he talks about the matters that
readers care most about. At several points while reading this book I wondered how different
would the world be if we had been brought up with these ideas. My view of happiness changed
completely and I place it as the starting point, not the goal. I feel lucky to have had such a
transformational experience from reading a book.”

Hazel, “A very insightful and easy to understand book.. I found this book to be extremely easy to
read with none of the complex jargon that some books of this topic can have. I was immediately
uplifted and positive reading this book and I feel that I can accomplish everything set out in this
book with ease. This in turn will allow me to be successful in feeling genuinely happy, something
I haven't yet manage to achieve reading other books on this topic. Everything makes sense
reading this book. It is like something has finally clicked for me! Thank you so much Richard
Carlson.”

M. Hilton, “It is easy to overlook the spiritual awakening aspect of the message. It has taken me
years to realise that Richard Carlson's books were derived from the Psychology Of Mind/Health



Realisation approach based on The Three Principles associated with Syd Banks from the mid
1970's. The same approach has more recently been expressed as The Inside Out Revolution by
Michael Neill. Richard Carlson found a niche with his gift for sharing these ideas in a very
readable way. It is easy to overlook the spiritual awakening aspect of the message, the more
receptive you are, the more you get out of reading the book. It is not about re-adjusting the
information you have already stored in your brain to make room for it's message, it is more about
being open to a radical re-appraisal of how the mind works. Another of Richard Carlson's books,
Stop Thinking & Start Living, also brilliantly captures  insights about thought and awareness.”

Ebook Library ADICT!, “A FANTASTIC LITTLE BOOK. I HAVE ANOTHER REVIEWER TO
THANK FOR GETTING THIS BOOK, WHO WAS DISAPPOINTED WITH ANOTHER SELF
HELP BOOK AND SUGGESTED THIS ONE.I'VE ONLY HAD IT A COUPLE OF DAYS, BUT
WHAT HE SAYS MAKES SUCH SENSE. I'VE HAD PROBLEMS WITH STRESS AND
DEPRESSION FOR YEARS AND I REALY FEEL LIKE THIS COULD HELP ME SEE THINGS
FROM A FAR MORE BENEFICIAL PERSPECTIVE. I'VE PUT ONE OF HIS SUGGESTIONS
INTO MY DAILY REMINDERS ON MY PHONE, IT'S MAKING A DIFFERENCE ALREADY. A
MUST HAVE..I HAVE SEVERAL SELF HELP BOOKS. THE OTHERS ARE GOOD, BUT THIS
BOOK ALONG WITH A COUPLE BY MARTIN DAVIES WILL CREATE RESULTS FAR
QUICKER FOR LONG TERM BENEFIT..”

The book by Aswath Damodaran has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 667 people have provided
feedback.
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